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Abstract: Density-dependent population growth regulates long-term urban expansion and shapes
distinctive socioeconomic trends. Despite a marked heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of the
resident population, Mediterranean European countries are considered more homogeneous than
countries in other European regions as far as settlement structure and processes of metropolitan growth
are concerned. However, rising socioeconomic inequalities among Southern European regions reflect
latent demographic and territorial transformations that require further investigation. An integrated
assessment of the spatio-temporal distribution of resident populations in more than 1000 municipalities
(1961–2011) was carried out in this study to characterize density-dependent processes of metropolitan
growth in Greece. Using geographically weighted regressions, the results of our study identified
distinctive local relationships between population density and growth rates over time. Our results
demonstrate that demographic growth rates were non-linearly correlated with other variables, such as
population density, with positive and negative impacts during the first (1961–1971) and the last
(2001–2011) observation decade, respectively. These findings outline a progressive shift over time
from density-dependent processes of population growth, reflecting a rapid development of large
metropolitan regions (Athens, Thessaloniki) in the 1960s, to density-dependent processes more evident
in medium-sized cities and accessible rural regions in the 2000s. Density-independent processes
of population growth have been detected in the intermediate study period (1971–2001). This work
finally discusses how a long-term analysis of demographic growth, testing for density-dependent
mechanisms, may clarify the intrinsic role of population concentration and dispersion in different
phases of the metropolitan cycle in Mediterranean Europe.
Keywords: density-dependent population growth; urban indicators; metropolitan cycles;
socioeconomic change; Greece

1. Introduction
Socioeconomic transformations and demographic transitions stimulate (or slow down)
urbanization, leveraging differential mechanisms of metropolitan growth and rural development [1–4].
In this perspective, population density is a pivotal dimension shaping the demographic growth
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(or decline) of small to large areas [5–11]. Being intimately associated, a comprehensive understanding
of local development and demographic dynamics requires long-term investigations that may clarify the
role of changing socioeconomic contexts [12–16]. Population concentration is one of the most powerful
factors of demographic growth, summarizing the impact of different forces that modify economic
structures and promote social change [17–19]. Human population dynamics are associated with
density-independent or density-dependent mechanisms [20]. While the former models hypothesize
that population growth rates are dependent on the environment—with density independence being a
time-invariant property of a given socioeconomic system—the latter models represent quite common
processes in specific local contexts. Such mechanisms are usually analyzed considering changes in
density over time and population growth rates together [21–23]. Assuming growth rate as a (linear or
non-linear) density function, density-dependent mechanisms of population growth show differences
considering the impacts, causes, reactions, dynamics and severity of change [24]. On the one hand,
positive density dependence delineates a context where demographic expansion is accelerated in
contexts with high population density [25]. On the other hand, negative density dependence processes
depict a local context where population concentration limits demographic growth [26].
Density-dependent processes regulating population growth are considered as factors at the
base of regional development and economic dynamics. When extensively studied in non-human
populations [27], density-dependent mechanisms of population increase (or decrease) show complex
regulatory processes at the local scale [28–30]. Earlier studies demonstrated that the density-dependent
regulation of demographic dynamics is a particularly complex process because of the inherent variability
and diversity and the multiple impacts of socioeconomic forces and territorial (or normative) constraints
affecting settlement density, economic development, social change and demographic dynamics [31–34].
The aim of this research, considering population growth rate as a density-dependent variable,
is to assess the intrinsic linkage between population growth and demographic density. Assuming
the complex spatial association between demographic density and population growth [26,35,36] as
an intrinsic property of local communities, non-linear mechanisms of population regulation reflect
feedback impacts on socioeconomic contexts at large [3,37,38]. For instance, population growth was
demonstrated to intensify with urban concentration up to a specific density amount [39], declining at
higher levels of population concentration (e.g., displaying the negative externalities of over-crowding).
This assumption may reinforce models simulating urban expansion with agglomeration benefits
or negative impacts of metropolitan congestion (e.g., [1,7,40]). Focusing on the identification of
density-dependent processes of population growth, this study represents a quantitative approach
with some novelties in comparison with earlier research. The main difference is in the adoption of a
local regression model when analyzing density-dependent (or density-independent) mechanisms of
population growth at a sufficiently disaggregated spatial scale. Local regressions provide a unique
opportunity to reliably estimate the local-scale relationships of density dependence in demographic
dynamics. Thanks to geo-information approaches, passing from global to local spatial approaches may
advance regional economics and spatial demography.
Density-Dependent Mechanisms of Population Growth in Europe
In recent decades, population increase and metropolitan expansion became progressively more
heterogeneous and less predictable over space, with depopulation being a common trend in advanced
economies. This is especially relevant in long-established rural territories. At the same time, detecting
the most evident demographic dynamics in specific socioeconomic contexts at low and very low
population densities [41–44], Alados and coworkers [45] compared the empirical evidence from
density-independent and density-dependent models in advanced economies of Europe. They found
that some areas showed density-dependent (positive) feedback from 1960 to 2010. The interplay
between agricultural activities and population size was demonstrated to be at the base of such
long-term trends. In the coming future, this may result in a strong modification of population structures
and demographic dynamics driven by (i) a latent shrinkage of rural communities and (ii) intense
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mobility to peri-urban districts, suggesting how population collapses are associated with abrupt
territorial transformations [46,47]. As a result, complex socio-ecological systems are molded by strong
feedback mechanisms (e.g., [48]) and non-linear interactions among the constituting elements [37],
fixing, or even perturbing, their intrinsic regulation [49]. In this regard, the negative impact of
population concentration has been widely investigated [50–54]. This impact may lead to settlement
dispersion [55], determining (i) population shrinkage (which hardly reverts to demographic stability) or
(ii) irreversible processes of extinction in a certain location [55]. Conversely, positive density-dependent
effects were regarded as explosive, and therefore unstable and less predictable [41,54]. To date,
studies of density-dependent mechanisms in human populations have mainly been carried out over a
broad geographical coverage, using low- or intermediate-resolution elementary analysis spatial units
(e.g., regions within the same country or continent). Some authors compared local-scale population
changes under similar (or specific) socioeconomic contexts and their results depicted key forces
delineating latent mechanisms at the base of population growth [56–60]. While being informative at
aggregated spatial scales, the local assessment and empirical testing of demographic dynamics along
urban–rural gradients are fragmented and partial in many European countries [40,51,57,61]. If we
consider urban and rural demographic trends during sufficiently long time windows, these results
may illustrate latent socioeconomic transformations better than other indicators [13,62–64].
Multiple key drivers were recognized as influencing the spatial distribution of European resident
populations from low to high density [65–69]. Metropolitan development has been associated with
increasing population densities [70–73]. At the same time, dispersed urbanization took place in
mixed, peri-urban locations [74–77]. Subsequently, some authors argued that suburbanization has
been extensively molded by metropolitan structures and socioeconomic functions at large, leveraging
population decreases in large cities and unexpected growth in peripheral areas [6,37,65,78–81]. Given the
pervasiveness of recent metropolitan transformations [57,74,82], density-dependent population growth
has been less investigated in Southern Europe than in other European regions, considering urban–rural
demographic dynamics in only a few cases [15]. At the same time, the Mediterranean belt is
well recognized as a paradigmatic region displaying quite homogeneous demographic trends and
compact–dense urban structures [83]. In this regard, the spatial analysis of demographic dynamics may
clarify the role of agglomeration factors in settlement consolidation, especially in countries (or regions)
experiencing “urbanization without industrialization”, such as Greece, Southern Italy, rural Spain and
some parts of Portugal. Despite regional differentiation, these territories showed similar demographic
dynamics after World War II [84,85]. In such contexts, new studies developing a spatially explicit
analysis of population distribution may better delineate factors affecting local-scale demographic
expansion along specific density gradients.
A comparative assessment of five time steps encompassing a range of 50 years could enhance
the detection of intrinsic drivers, leveraging a given settlement model and the potential factors that
affect territorial imbalances at the same time (e.g., [86,87]). Based on spatially explicit local regressions,
the results of the empirical analysis identified districts with positive (or negative) density-dependent
mechanisms of population growth. These results contribute to the inference of density levels that could
evidence a turnaround from a positive to a negative (or vice versa) influence in areas with high (or low)
settlement concentrations [54,86,87]. The spatially explicit approach implemented in this study—based
on geographically weighted regression models—evaluates the impact of both urban concentration
and rural depopulation in Greece, a country that had differentiated population trends in the decades
immediately following World War II [88–90]. With homogeneous databases and statistical data at
a sufficiently disaggregated spatial scale being scarce or partial, and often needing standardization,
validation and control checks [64,67,91], a within-region test for density-dependent population growth
in Southern European countries would significantly benefit from classifications referring to the
Nomenclature of Territorial Statistical Units system (EUROSTAT). More specifically, from official data
collected at the spatial level of municipalities, EUROSTAT published long-term, stabilized demographic
data derived from national censuses of populations and households (1961–2011). This allows a
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(geographically weighted regression) controlling for spatial structures separately for each time point,
were adopted in this study and are described extensively in the following section.
2.3. Statistical Analysis
Considering the above-mentioned municipal-level data, (global and local), Moran’s spatial
autocorrelation coefficients (z-scores of the Moran’s I) were calculated for population density at the
beginning (1961) and the end (2011) of the study period. Global Moran’s spatial autocorrelation
coefficients of population growth rates were tested for significance at p < 0.001 separately for five
time intervals (1961–1971, 1971–1981, 1981–1991, 1991–2001, 2001–2011). A significant global Moran’s
coefficient at a given bandwidth indicated spatial dependence at the country scale [96]. A comprehensive
analysis of variations in the global Moran’s coefficients for five bandwidths (10, 25, 50, 100 and 150 km)
quantified spatial interactions in the studied variable across a broad scale range, from local (10 km) to
regional (150 km).
To study spatial structures of population distribution (e.g., clustering or random location), Moran’s
local coefficients of spatial autocorrelation were also computed for the same time schedule for each
elementary analysis unit (municipalities) and were tested for significance at p < 0.001. Significant
coefficients indicate spatial clustering of the studied variable [80]. Four spatial autocorrelation regimes
were classified for each time point based on significant Moran’s z-scores: clusters of municipalities
with homogeneous population dynamics and (i) positive spatial auto-correlations (High–High clusters,
“HH”) or (ii) negative spatial auto-correlations (Low–Low clusters, “LL”), and clusters of municipalities
with heterogeneous population dynamics forming transitional spatial gradients from (iii) high to low
rates of population growth (High–Low clusters, “HL”) and (iv) from low to high rates of population
growth (Low–High clusters, “LH”).
The local-scale relationship between population density at time t (dependent variable) and
population growth rate between t and t+x time points (independent variable) was analyzed separately
for five time windows using (i) three correlation coefficients that separately explore a linear linkage
(Pearson moment-product) and non-linear associations (Spearman rank and Kendall co-graduation)
and (ii) three global, aspatial regression models testing (a) a linear structure reflecting the effect of
population density on demographic trends along the urban gradient, (b) a quadratic shape considering
a divergent (positive or negative) effect of urban concentration on growth rates depending on a given
density threshold and (c) a cubic equation considering a divergent impact of settlement concentration
on growth rates depending on two thresholds. These forms were evaluated as the best-fit estimation of
equations (a–c) adopting empirical data with an adjusted R2 . Regressions were then separately applied
for each study period. The population density was log-transformed before analysis.
The results of the aspatial models were refined, adopting a geographically weighted regression
(GWR) strategy controlling for population distribution over space. According to Fotheringham
et al. [96], GWR identifies local-scale variability in population dynamics, assessing the contribution of
demographic density to total population growth at a municipal scale [96]. By implementing a kernel
filter to estimate local regression coefficients, the GWR model can be modeled, as follows, at each point
s = 1, . . . , n:
Y(s) = X(s)B(s) + e(s)
where Y(s) represents the dependent variable at each location s (population growth rate) and X(s)
indicates the independent variables at location s (population density). B(s) is the column vector of
regression coefficients at each location s. Finally, e(s) identifies the model residual at each location s.
Regression coefficients work as a function of s, covering the whole study area [e.g., 50].
Global adjusted R2 values were used to compare the GWR performances with those of aspatial
models. Local adjusted R2 (municipal level) values were used to estimate stability over time, internal
coherence and the reliability of the GWR model [97]. While it is an appropriate methodology for
controlling for spatial dependence and heterogeneity [98], the limits of the use of GWR are intrinsically
linked with the difficult interpretation of extreme regression coefficients, and how to draw conclusions
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based on restricted sample sizes. The extensive sample size in our case justifies the use of such a
methodology, which remains one of the most widely adopted in social science. The results of the GWR
provide, for each municipality, an estimation of the local connections between the dependent variable
and the predictor, evidencing (i) a local impact of density on population growth (local regression slope
and intercept), (ii) the model’s local uncertainty (regression residual) and (iii) the model’s fit (local
adjusted R2 ). The results of the GWR are illustrated through maps representing the spatial distribution
of regression coefficients (i–iii).
3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Spatial Auto-Correlation Regimes of Population Growth
Moran’s global coefficients of spatial autocorrelations provide an overview of the territorial
structure of population growth in the study area (Table 2). The empirical results at multiple bandwidths
outline spatial interactions ranging from the local scale (10 km) to the regional scale (150 km) and
indicate how Moran’s coefficients are particularly high and statistically significant for population
density (Figure 4). This indicates the persistence of a spatial structure with intense (local and regional)
interactions that reflect the urban–rural gradient in Greece, with polarization in high-density areas
(Athens and Thessaloniki) and low-density rural districts. The global autocorrelation coefficients
reach the highest value for intermediate bandwidths (50 km). At a local scale (10 km bandwidth),
the global spatial autocorrelation coefficients were found to be particularly high in 1961 and 2011,
while a completely different pattern was observed at broader geographical scales.
Table 2. Global Moran’s spatial autocorrelation coefficients for demographic density (1961 and 2011)
and population growth rates in Greece (1961–2011); all coefficients are significant at p < 0.001.
Bandwidth
(km)

Population Density
1961

2011

Annual Population Growth Rate (%)
1961–1971

1971–1981

10
185.1
174.6
120.3
68.1
25
214.6
229.2
166.0
103.4
50
205.7
232.9
172.0
119.2
100
201.2
230.0
170.9
120.6
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150
198.7
227.3 2020, 12,170.0
119.6

1981–1991
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The spatial distribution of the local Moran’s coefficients of spatial autocorrelation in population
growth rates (Figure 5) confirms the importance of the urban–rural gradient in Greece, with modest
changes in both intensity and spatial direction between 1961 and 2011. The demographic
consolidation of the two HH clusters (Athens and Thessaloniki) and the population expansion of
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Population growth rates were also asymmetrically distributed over the country. The highest global
Moran’s coefficients were observed in the initial decade (1961–1971), decreasing progressively over time,
and reaching the minimum values in the last two decades (1991–2001 and 2001–2011). These results
indicate that the spatial structure of the investigated variable was more clustered in a context
of accelerated population growth (1961–1971) and more fragmented and heterogeneous—without
significant spatial patterns—when the population was stable or declining slightly (2001–2011). Except
for the last investigated decade, the highest global Moran’s coefficients were observed at an intermediate
geographical scale (50 km bandwidth).
The spatial distribution of the local Moran’s coefficients of spatial autocorrelation in population
growth rates (Figure 5) confirms the importance of the urban–rural gradient in Greece, with modest
changes in both intensity and spatial direction between 1961 and 2011. The demographic consolidation
of the two HH clusters (Athens and Thessaloniki) and the population expansion of some intermediate
areas characteristic of peri-urban belts (LH cluster) surrounding both cities were observed during
the same time interval. A low-density rural area classified as an LL cluster expanded during the
study period to include the internal districts of Northern Greece (on the border with Bulgaria),
Central Greece and Peloponnese. Intermediate areas (HL clusters) also expanded in Central Greece
and Peloponnese, encompassing fast-growing, small-sized cities in the last decades. Our analysis
highlights a highly polarized and dynamic demographic context in Greece. In general, urban–rural
disparities were evident in all decades, with the inherent divide in large cities and marginal rural
regions. The HH cluster (high population density in urban areas) encompassed a greater number of
peri-urban municipalities in the last decades, involving economically dynamic rural districts outside
Attica and Central Macedonia, which include coastal areas and (big and small) islands, such as
Crete, Cyclades and Dodecanese. This implies that the spatial patterns of demographic densification
became progressively more complex, becoming less dependent on population density and increasingly
influenced by other socioeconomic forces characteristic of diversified local contexts. Conversely, the LL
cluster (low population density in rural areas)—initially associated with the internal areas of central
Greece and Peloponnese—decreased in size, moving towards mountainous areas characterized by
intense emigration and violent depopulation.
3.2. Local Regression Analysis
The results of both the correlation analysis and regression models (Table 3) are supportive of
density-dependent population growth in Greece, especially in the earlier and later decades of the
investigation. The model’s goodness of fit reflects the consolidation of non-linear and more complex
spatial relationships over time. The Pearson linear correlation coefficients were higher in the initial
decades of the study and decreased in the following time period. The Spearman correlation coefficients
followed the reverse pattern, with the highest values observed in the most recent decade. This suggests
the importance of non-linear relationships in the study area and outlines how settlement concentration
below (or above) specific density thresholds impacts the spatial distribution of population growth
rates in a highly variable fashion. The results of the aspatial regression models seem to confirm
this assumption. The highest adjusted R2 coefficients were observed for cubic models in the initial
and final decades of the investigation (1961–1971 and 2001–2011). GWR models displayed adjusted
R2 coefficients systematically higher than all the other analyses run in this study, confirming the
appropriateness of a spatially explicit analysis considering the geographical structure of the dependent
variable and the predictor together. These results justify the use of local regression techniques in the
analysis of demographic processes at disaggregated spatial scales.
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Figure 5. Maps illustrating spatial clustering of population growth in Greece by decade (HH:
High–High hotspots, HL: High–Low coldspots, LH: Low–High coldspots, LL: Low–Low hotspots, ns:
non-significant).
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The results of the GWR models diverged over time (Figure 6). For the first decade of the study
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with values higher than the average in municipalities surrounding the Greater Athens area.
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Figure 6. Results of geographically weighted regression (GWR) models with population growth rate
Figure 6. Results of geographically weighted regression (GWR) models with population growth rate
(%) as the dependent variable and population density as a predictor (from left to right: local R2 ,
(%) as the dependent variable and population density as a predictor (from left to right: local R2, slope
slope coefficient, model intercept and standardized residuals; from top to bottom: 1961–1971, 1971–1981,
coefficient, model intercept and standardized residuals; from top to bottom: 1961–1971, 1971–1981,
1981–1991, 1991–2001, 2001–2011).
1981–1991, 1991–2001, 2001–2011).

For the second decade of the study (1971–1981), GWR estimated a more intense density–growth
relationship in Northern Greece and the Aegean coastal region, from Macedonia to Peloponnese, with
the exclusion of Attica, the administrative region of Athens. Local regression coefficients were found
to be high and positive in the most marginal regions of Northeastern Greece, but also in the
Dodecanese archipelago and in the eastern part of Crete. The values of the intercept coefficient were
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Table 3. Analysis of the linkage between population increase (%) and density using different correlation
coefficients, linear and non-linear (square, cubic) aspatial regressions (adjusted R2 ) and a Geographically
weighted regression (global adjusted R2 ) for municipalities in Greece (* significance tested at p < 0.001,
n = 1033).
Decade
1961–1971
1971–1981
1981–1991
1991–2001
2001–2011

Correlation Coefficients

Ordinary Least Square Regression

Pearson

Spearman

Kendall

Linear

Square

Cubic

Geographically
Weighted Regression

0.47 *
0.34 *
0.11
0.12
0.36 *

0.44 *
0.36 *
0.20
0.24
0.52 *

0.31 *
0.25 *
0.14
0.17
0.37 *

0.15 *
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.12 *

0.18 *
0.05
0.01
0.02
0.17 *

0.25 *
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.21 *

0.36 *
0.28 *
0.11 *
0.09 *
0.28 *

For the second decade of the study (1971–1981), GWR estimated a more intense density–growth
relationship in Northern Greece and the Aegean coastal region, from Macedonia to Peloponnese,
with the exclusion of Attica, the administrative region of Athens. Local regression coefficients were
found to be high and positive in the most marginal regions of Northeastern Greece, but also in the
Dodecanese archipelago and in the eastern part of Crete. The values of the intercept coefficient were
found to be almost negative. Moderately positive values were observed in Northwestern Greece and in
a small part of Attica. Standardized residuals were distributed heterogeneously across the country area,
with systematically positive values in the peri-urban area of Athens, in Western Greece and Thrace.
The GWR model for the decade 1981–1991 provided very low local R2 coefficients across the whole
of Greece. Consequently, local regression coefficients showed values close to 0 (both for the model’s
slope and intercept); standardized residuals were distributed almost randomly. The GWR model for
the 1991–2001 decade displayed moderately low local R2 coefficients across the whole country, except
for Northeastern Greece. Consequently, local regression coefficients showed values systematically
close to 0 for both coefficients. Slopes >0.1 were observed in Attica and Northwestern Greece. In the
last decade of the study (2001–2011), the GWR model showed a greater goodness of fit (local adjusted
R2 ) in Northern Greece and the Peloponnese region and a lesser fit in Attica, Thessaloniki, the islands
of Cyclades and Dodecanese and Central Greece. The highest slope coefficients were observed in
Northern Greece. Intercept coefficients were negative all over the country. As expected, the model’s
residuals were distributed heterogeneously over space.
By comparing the value of the slope coefficient in each municipality of Greece over sequential
decades throughout the study period (Figure 7), a generalized increase in local regression slopes—which
reflects a greater impact of density on population growth—was observed between 1961 and 1981 in
Northeastern Greece (Trace) and the Aegean islands (mainly Dodecanese and Eastern Crete).
Considering the subsequent time interval, increasing local regression slopes were observed
exclusively in the Ionian side of Central–Western Greece, in both coastal and internal contexts
characterized by low population density and modest accessibility to Athens (Figure 8).
The highest growth in local regression slopes was observed in Northeastern Greece (Thrace and
Eastern Macedonia) in the time interval between 1981 and 2001, the lowest being along the Ionian side
of Western Greece (Figure 9).
Finally, in the last two decades, the largest slope increase at the local scale was observed in Central
and Western Greece, as well as the eastern area of Crete and the Dodecanese archipelago (Figure 10).
For each decade of study, correlations between population density in the first year of each decade and
the respective local GWR slope coefficient for each municipality of Greece were investigated pairwise
using Pearson moment-product coefficients. The analysis indicates that local slope coefficients of the
respective regression models increased with population density in 1961–1971 (r = 0.162, p < 0.05) and
decreased in 2001–2011 (r = −0.295, p < 0.05), but were statistically uncorrelated in the case of the three
intermediate decades.
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Considering the subsequent time interval, increasing local regression slopes were observed
exclusively in the Ionian side of Central–Western Greece, in both coastal and internal contexts
characterized by low population density and modest accessibility to Athens (Figure 8).
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The highest growth in local regression slopes was observed in Northeastern Greece (Thrace and
Eastern Macedonia) in the time interval between 1981 and 2001, the lowest being along the Ionian
side of Western Greece (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Absolute change in the GWR regression coefficient (local slope) during two consecutive
decades in Greece, 1971–1991.

The highest growth in local regression slopes was observed in Northeastern Greece (Thrace and
Eastern Macedonia) in the time interval between 1981 and 2001, the lowest being along the Ionian
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side of Western Greece (Figure 9).
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4. Discussion
4. Discussion
Demographic dynamics were hypothesized to leverage spatial divides in socioeconomic local
Demographic dynamics were hypothesized to leverage spatial divides in socioeconomic local
systems with distinctive patterns of change over time [53,91,99,100]. By considering mechanisms
systems with distinctive patterns of change over time [53,91,99,100]. By considering mechanisms
underlying population concentration and shrinkage together, our study gives new insights that may
underlying population concentration and shrinkage together, our study gives new insights that may
clarify the role demographic trends play in both urban and rural contexts. Confirming empirical
evidence from earlier studies [24], the empirical results of this study illustrate local mechanisms of
population increase based on density [24]. In this way, our study illustrates the importance of a
comprehensive investigation of sequential urban phases integrated with a refined analysis of
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clarify the role demographic trends play in both urban and rural contexts. Confirming empirical
evidence from earlier studies [24], the empirical results of this study illustrate local mechanisms
of population increase based on density [24]. In this way, our study illustrates the importance
of a comprehensive investigation of sequential urban phases integrated with a refined analysis of
population dynamics in rural districts. Results of this analysis suggest how convergence in population
growth and urban density may lead to more cohesive settlements. At the same time, divergences in
population growth and density are demonstrated to consolidate economic polarization and territorial
divides between (morphologically dense) dynamic areas and (peripheral) depopulated districts.
Considering data at the municipal scale, a local regression analysis of long-term demographic trends
was appropriate to delineate density-dependent and density-independent mechanisms of population
growth [37,38,87]. In earlier studies [3,40,99,100], urban concentration was taken as the main factor
lowering population increase [1,7,101–103]. However, a lack of information on the positive (or negative)
regulation of population growth persists at low densities [41]. In this regard, very low densities and
continuous population decline at the local scale are symptoms of land abandonment, depopulation
and the demographic shrinkage of rural districts [42,43,85]. In Europe, demographic changes in recent
decades have consolidated socio-spatial disparities and demographic divides [11,72,97,98,102]. Taken as a
paradigmatic region with mixed population dynamics at larger scales and peculiar metropolitan systems at
local scales, heterogeneous geographies of population growth in Southern Europe may reveal characteristic
demographic patterns. These patterns basically reflect radio-centric settlement expansion and population
concentration in economically dynamic and more accessible locations. As a result, metropolitan regions
in Mediterranean Europe have experienced sequential cycles of urbanization–suburbanization, enhanced
by a transition toward low fertility, aging, migratory movements and the accelerated (mostly negative)
impacts of economic downturns [49,60,77].
By introducing a spatially explicit assessment of population dynamics over a sufficiently
long time period, our study implements a geographically weighted regression to investigate (and
model) population distribution and demographic dynamics in Greece. The methodology provides
a local estimation of the importance of density-dependent processes of population increase for each
municipality along a gradient spanning from compact–dense cities to low-density rural districts.
By investigating local-scale settlement patterns in Greek municipalities, the spatial autocorrelation
analysis delineated the progressive consolidation of a metropolitan hierarchy grounded in large cities
such as Athens and Thessaloniki. Something similar was noted in other Mediterranean countries such
as Spain or Italy [84]. Although covering a shorter time interval (1991–2011), a previous study in
Spain [104] successfully adopted a GWR to identify spatially differentiated population growth factors
in a context of increasing spatial heterogeneity. In this regard, Gutiérrez-Posada et al. [104] stated that
(p. 211) “essential factors in urban and regional economics such as size (initial population) or distance
(either to the big cities or to the coast) can have different effects on population growth across both space
and time, corresponding to the global estimated effects for some areas but diverging from these in
others. Using GWR estimation procedures, we can identify changes in the sign or the intensity of a
factor’s effect across space, such that some factors could enhance population growth in one place but
reduce it in another”.
Based on these premises, GWR models seem to be particularly appropriate to test for
density-dependent or density-independent processes of population growth. To our knowledge,
the present study adopts GWR for the first time in the literature to ascertain density-dependent
mechanisms of population growth (and discriminate them from density-independent processes).
For Greece, the results of the local regression models run in the present study indicate that
density-dependent mechanisms of population growth were most frequently observed in the 1960s
and 2000s; density-independent processes regulated population dynamics in the intermediate decades
(1971–2001). Density-dependent processes of population growth in those decades have been associated
with high (or increasing) fertility levels, as observed in 1961–1971 and 2001–2011, respectively.
The reverse pattern was observed in the three intermediate decades, with density-independent
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processes of population growth associated with declining fertility rates, reaching the lowest low (total
fertility rate = 1.2) at the beginning of the 1990s. Positive local density–growth relationships have
been observed in urban locations between 1961 and 1971, and rural locations between 2001 and 2011.
The processes of growth observed in hyper-compact and dense cities were recorded in the last decades
of the study (2001–2011), especially in Greater Athens and Thessaloniki.
Our results finally document spatial and temporal peculiarities in density-dependent mechanisms
of population increase in some Greek regions and local districts. The results of the GWR distinguished
consolidated urban contexts (Athens, Piraeus or Thessaloniki) from dynamic, rural municipalities
growing under the deep pressure of suburbanization, and characterized by a residual potential for
building. Stability over time was verified using a locally adjusted R2 , an index of the model’s fit to
empirical data. Analysis of this metric outlined (i) a phase of intense population concentration in central
locations driven by internal migration from rural areas, high fertility and relatively low mortality
(1961–1971) and (ii) the demographic recovery of medium-sized cities and more accessible, dynamic
rural areas (2001–2011). The latter process was recorded in a context of the slow decline of central cities
because of decreasing international migration and negative vital balances [105,106]. Based on these
premises, we conclude that the positive relationship between population growth rates and density
at intermediate concentration levels confirms the positive contribution of agglomeration forces to
metropolitan trends [98,107–109]. Agglomeration effects on population increase were rather weak in
rural districts, with zero (1971–2001) or even negative (1961–1971; 2001–2011) rates. This suggests how
rural shrinkage frequently underlies more volatile demographic dynamics and indicates the urgent
need for more effective developmental policies against depopulation in hyper-rural districts.
5. Conclusions
While delineating peculiar spatial regimes at the local scale, our study focuses on similarities in
long-term spatio-temporal interactions between population concentration and demographic growth.
Being observed primarily in metropolitan contexts, social transformations are a key driver of
demographic change and economic restructuring. More specifically, we found that (i) consecutive
waves of growth and shrinkage of central cities, (ii) suburban expansion and (iii) the progressive
depopulation of marginal rural areas have characterized long-term local development in Greece.
These sequential phases consolidated non-linear density-dependent mechanisms of population growth.
Future research should integrate the results of global and local statistical approaches to delineate more
sophisticated approaches to spatial demography. High-resolution, geo-referenced databases collecting
up-to-date information over long time windows represent a prerequisite of this kind of analysis.
The methodology illustrated in our study provides an improved knowledge of density-dependent
structures of population increase (or decrease), committed to rethinking territorial strategies and social
policies adapting to increasingly heterogeneous local dynamics.
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